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Andrew Pickens (1739–1817), the hard-fighting South Carolina militia
commander of the American Revolution, was the hero of many victories against
British and Loyalist forces. In this book, Rod Andrew Jr. offers an authoritative
and comprehensive biography of Pickens the man, the general, the planter, and
the diplomat. Andrew vividly depicts Pickens as he founds churches, acquires
slaves, joins the Patriot cause, and struggles over Indian territorial boundaries on
the southern frontier. Combining insights from military and social history, Andrew
argues that while Pickens's actions consistently reaffirmed the authority of white
men, he was also determined to help found the new republic based on broader
principles of morality and justice. After the war, Pickens sought a peaceful and
just relationship between his country and the southern Native American tribes
and wrestled internally with the issue of slavery. Andrew suggests that Pickens's
rise to prominence, his stern character, and his sense of duty highlight the
egalitarian ideals of his generation as well as its moral shortcomings--all of which
still influence Americans' understanding of themselves.
This book offers a detailed timeline of the key events in the history of the U.S.
Army, from the American Revolutionary War to today's ongoing conflicts in
Afghanistan and Iraq. * Comprises hundreds of brief, chronologically organized
entries on key moments in the development and deployment of the U.S. Army *
50 illustrations highlight important battles and military figures * Sidebars
throughout showcase interesting stories related to the army * An exhaustive
bibliography points the way to further reading in print and online * Includes a
comprehensive index
Around the North Carolina village of Guilford Courthouse in the late winter of
1781, two weary armies clashed on a cold, wet afternoon. American forces under
Nathanael Greene engaged Lord Cornwallis's British army in a bitter two-hour
battle of the Revolutionary War. The frightful contest at Guilford was a severe
conflict in which troops made repeated use of their flintlock muskets, steel
bayonets and dragoon swords in hand-to-hand fighting that killed and wounded
about eight hundred men. Historian John R. Maass recounts the bloody battle
and the grueling campaign in the South that led up to it, a crucial event on the
road to American independence.
Cool Deliberate CourageJohn Eager Howard in the American RevolutionNautical
& Aviation Publishing Company of AmerGeneral Nathanael Greene and the
American Revolution in the South
Republication of the Principles and Acts of the Revolution in America or, an attempt to
collect and preserve some of the speeches, orations, & proceedings, with sketches and
remarks on men and things, and other fugitive or neglected pieces, belonging to the
men of the revolutionary period in the United States.
Reproduction of the original: The Women, of the American Revolution by Elizabeth F.
Ellet
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The two admirals (1842): Set during the Jacobite War of 1745 when the great British
and French fleets contested in the English Channel and the colonial and British fleets
were one, The novel tells the story of the friendship between two admirals--Oates and
Bluewater--of the British Navy.
A modern, annotated adaptation of the original three-volume 1848-1850 edition of
Women of the American Revolution by Elizabeth Ellet, America's first historian of
women.
"The materials of these volumes are taken from Whig and Tory newspapers, published
during the American Revolution, private diaries, and other contemporaneous writings
[and are arranged chronologically]." -- Preface.
A major general in the Continental Army during the American Revolution, Nathanael
Greene has received historical attention as a commander who successfully coordinated
the actions of seemingly disparate kinds of soldiers--regular Continental troops, militia
men, and partisan guerrillas. He has often been acclaimed as the second most
important military figure of the Revolution, behind George Washington. General
Nathanael Greene and the American Revolution in the South offers new perspectives
on Greene's leadership of Continental troops, his use of the mounted troops of South
Carolina partisan leaders Thomas Sumter and Francis Marion, his integration of local
militia into his fighting force, and his proposal that slaves be armed and freed in return
for their military service. During the first five years of the War of Independence Greene
served in the North as General George Washington's most trusted subordinate.
Through successes, failures, and hard-earned experience, Greene learned that
mobility, logistical support, and effective civil-military relations were crucial components
of eighteenth-century warfare, and especially of a successful revolution. He applied
these lessons as commander in the Southern Department, where he led one of the
most startling turnabouts in American military history, reversing a rigid British
occupation and saving American liberty. This collection of essays provides an
assessment of the most important period of Greene's military career. Editors Gregory
D. Massey and Jim Piecuch have compiled essays from distinguished scholars and
written a joint introduction demonstrating how Greene's actions shaped the war in the
South and deepening our understanding of Greene's role in winning American
independence.
Biography of Col. James Williams, 1740-1780, the highest ranking officer who died from
wounds suffered at the Battle of Kings Mountain (October 7, 1780) during the American
Revolutionary War.
In The Road to Guilford Courthouse, one of the most acclaimed military histories of the
Revolutionary War ever written, John Buchanan explored the first half of the critical
Southern Campaign and introduced readers to its brilliant architect, Major General
Nathanael Greene. In this long-awaited sequel, Buchanan brings this story to its
dramatic conclusion. Greene’s Southern Campaign was the most difficult of the war.
With a supply line stretching hundreds of miles northward, it revealed much about the
crucial military art of provision and transport. Insufficient manpower a constant problem,
Greene attempted to incorporate black regiments into his army, a plan angrily rejected
by the South Carolina legislature. A bloody civil war between Rebels and Tories was
wreaking havoc on the South at the time, forcing Greene to address vigilante terror and
restore civilian government. As his correspondence with Thomas Jefferson during the
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campaign shows, Greene was also bedeviled by the conflict between war and the rights
of the people, and the question of how to set constraints under which a free society
wages war. Joining Greene is an unforgettable cast of characters—men of strong and, at
times, antagonistic personalities—all of whom are vividly portrayed. We also follow the
fate of Greene’s tenacious foe, Lieutenant Colonel Francis, Lord Rawdon. By the time
the British evacuate Charleston—and Greene and his ragged, malaria-stricken, faithful
Continental Army enter the city in triumph—the reader has witnessed in telling detail one
of the most punishing campaigns of the Revolution, culminating in one of its greatest
victories.
"The creation of the United States of America is the greatest of all human adventures," begins
Paul Johnson. "No other national story holds such tremendous lessons, for the American
people themselves and for the rest of mankind." In his prize-winning classic, Johnson presents
an in-depth portrait of American history from the first colonial settlements to the Clinton
administration. This is the story of the men and women who shaped and led the nation and the
ordinary people who collectively created its unique character. Littered with letters, diaries, and
recorded conversations, it details the origins of their struggles for independence and
nationhood, their heroic efforts and sacrifices to deal with the 'organic sin’ of slavery and the
preservation of the Union to its explosive economic growth and emergence as a world power.
Johnson discusses contemporary topics such as the politics of racism, education, the power of
the press, political correctness, the growth of litigation, and the influence of women throughout
history. He sees Americans as a problem-solving people and the story of their country as
"essentially one of difficulties being overcome by intelligence and skill, by faith and strength of
purpose, by courage and persistence... Looking back on its past, and forward to its future, the
auguries are that it will not disappoint humanity." Sometimes controversial and always
provocative, A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE is one author’s challenging and
unique interpretation of American history. Johnson’s views of individuals, events, themes, and
issues are original, critical, and in the end admiring, for he is, above all, a strong believer in the
history and the destiny of the American people.
Winner of the International Labor History Award Long before the American Revolution and the
Declaration of the Rights of Man, a motley crew of sailors, slaves, pirates, laborers, market
women, and indentured servants had ideas about freedom and equality that would forever
change history. The Many Headed-Hydra recounts their stories in a sweeping history of the
role of the dispossessed in the making of the modern world. When an unprecedented
expansion of trade and colonization in the early seventeenth century launched the first global
economy, a vast, diverse, and landless workforce was born. These workers crossed national,
ethnic, and racial boundaries, as they circulated around the Atlantic world on trade ships and
slave ships, from England to Virginia, from Africa to Barbados, and from the Americas back to
Europe. Marshaling an impressive range of original research from archives in the Americas
and Europe, the authors show how ordinary working people led dozens of rebellions on both
sides of the North Atlantic. The rulers of the day called the multiethnic rebels a 'hydra' and
brutally suppressed their risings, yet some of their ideas fueled the age of revolution. Others,
hidden from history and recovered here, have much to teach us about our common humanity.
A sweeping reassessment of the American Revolution, showing how the Founders were
influenced by overlooked Americans—women, Native Americans, African Americans, and
religious dissenters. Using more than a thousand eyewitness accounts, Liberty Is Sweet
explores countless connections between the Patriots of 1776 and other Americans whose
passion for freedom often brought them into conflict with the Founding Fathers. “It is all one
story,” prizewinning historian Woody Holton writes. Holton describes the origins and crucial
battles of the Revolution from Lexington and Concord to the British surrender at Yorktown,
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always focusing on marginalized Americans—enslaved Africans and African Americans, Native
Americans, women, and dissenters—and on overlooked factors such as weather, North
America’s unique geography, chance, misperception, attempts to manipulate public opinion,
and (most of all) disease. Thousands of enslaved Americans exploited the chaos of war to
obtain their own freedom, while others were given away as enlistment bounties to whites.
Women provided material support for the troops, sewing clothes for soldiers and in some
cases taking part in the fighting. Both sides courted native people and mimicked their tactics.
Liberty Is Sweet gives us our most complete account of the American Revolution, from its
origins on the frontiers and in the Atlantic ports to the creation of the Constitution. Offering
surprises at every turn—for example, Holton makes a convincing case that Britain never had a
chance of winning the war—this majestic history revivifies a story we thought we already knew.
A Relative of George Washington, the Life and Service of One of America's Great Cavalry
Leaders William Washington began the war as a captain of Virginia Militia, was commissioned
a junior officer in the Continental Infantry, and slowly rose to field command in the Continental
Light Dragoons where he built one of the hardest hitting cavalry regiments to serve in the war.
His chief adversary Lord Cornwallis commented, "There could be no more formidable
antagonist in a charge, at the head of his cavalry, than Colonel William Washington." Despite
his connection to the commander-in-chief, he suffered his fair share of setbacks, and his
relationships varied with not only his legendary cousin George, but many well-known figures of
the Revolution including, Henry Lee, Casimir Pulaski, Nathanael Greene, and Daniel Morgan.
Relying largely on firsthand accounts and period letters, in William Washington: American Light
Dragoon: A Continental Cavalry Leader in the War of Independence, author and avid
equestrian Daniel Murphy blends these primary sources with his own working knowledge of
period drill, tactics, and terrain to deliver a more complete view of William Washington's actions
throughout the conflict. This perspective traces the often overlooked role of cavalry in the
American Revolution and sheds new light on many pivotal battles in of the war, including
Trenton, Cowpens, Guilford Courthouse, Hobkirk's Hill, and William Washington's final action
at Eutaw Springs.

Providing a survey of colonial American history both regionally broad and
"Atlantic" in coverage, Converging Worlds presents the most recent research in
an accessible manner for undergraduate students. With chapters written by topnotch scholars, Converging Worlds is unique in providing not only a
comprehensive chronological approach to colonial history with attention to
thematic details, but a window into the relevant historiography. Each historian
also selected several documents to accompany their chapter, found in the
companion primary source reader. Converging Worlds: Communities and
Cultures in Colonial America includes: timelines tailored for every chapter chapter
summaries discussion questions lists of further reading, introducing students to
specialist literature fifty illustrations. Key topics discussed include: French,
Spanish, and Native American experiences regional areas such as the Midwest
and Southwest religion including missions, witchcraft, and Protestants the
experience of women and families. With its synthesis of both broad time periods
and specific themes, Converging Worlds is ideal for students of the colonial
period, and provides a fascinating glimpse into the diverse foundations of
America. For additional information and classroom resources please visit the
Converging Worlds companion website at
www.routledge.com/textbooks/9780415964999.
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